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About the DesignSingapore Council
DesignSingapore Council’s (Dsg) vision is
for Singapore to be an innovation-driven
economy and a loveable city through
design by 2025. As the national agency
that promotes design, our mission is to
develop the design sector, help Singapore
use design for innovation and growth, and
make life better in this UNESCO Creative
City of Design. Dsg is a subsidiary of the
Singapore Economic Development Board.
All rights reserved.
No part of the publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying,
recording, or otherwise without permission
from DesignSingapore Council.
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Introduction of the
Study
As the national agency for design, DesignSingapore Council’s
(Dsg) mission is to develop Singapore into a global city for
design where design innovation drives economic growth and
enhances the quality of life. Dsg promotes and develops
the design industries as a creative cluster, encourages the
adoption of design by enterprises, and nurtures a climate of
co-creation and innovation through design.
In order to develop the design sector and to propel
Singapore as an innovation-driven economy, it is important
to ensure continued and relevant development of manpower
in Singapore. As a result, the National Design Industry and
Manpower Study (NDIMS) was first launched in 2017 to
understand and to identify talent gaps and opportunities
within the workforce. The objectives of the study were to
conduct trend analysis as well as manpower demand and
supply analysis for the design and non-design sectors.
NDIMS 2019/2020 is the 2nd edition of the study and
seeks to achieve the same objectives with an expanded
scope in coverage and analysis. The study also sought
to understand how COVID-19 has impacted the design
manpower landscape in Singapore. Insights derived from the
NDIMS study will be used by Dsg to formulate appropriate
recommendations on manpower strategies and policies.

Introduction to the Study
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The design sector is made up of companies that primarily
design products or services either for clients or for their own
purposes (e.g. to sell or market). The design sector is made
up of four sub-sectors (please refer to Figure 1 below):

Imagemaking

Experiencemaking
Objectmaking

Placemaking

Image-making

Place-making

Advertising
Art & Graphic Design

Architecture Services
Landscape Design and
Architecture
Interior Design

Object-making

Experience-making

Industrial & Product Design
Fashion Design

Design Strategy
Service Design
Design Research
UI/UX Design

Figure 1: Design sub-sectors

Definitions
Place-making sub-sector (PM) consists of firms that specialise
in the design and planning of buildings and spaces to meet its
intended physical, social or cultural uses.
Object-making sub-sector (OM) consists of firms that
specialise in the design of physical products or objects such
as fashion, furniture or specialised tools.
Image-making sub-sector (IM) consists of firms that
specialise in the design of visual content in the form of
physical or digital media to communicate messages with
specific objectives.
Experience-making sub-sector (XM) consists of firms that
specialise in researching, designing and delivering optimised
user experiences, typically in the form of developing or
improving a digital or physical product, process, service or
event.
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On the other hand, the non-design sectors are made up
of companies whose core business is not the provision
of design services. These companies, however, may be
hirers of designers for in-house purposes. The NDIMS
sought to understand the dynamics of key design hirers
in the non-design sectors – Services, Manufacturing and
Construction (please refer to Table 1 below).

Non-design sectors and industries
S/N

Sector1

Industry
Financial services
Business and management consulting
InfoComm, IT services
Software design

1

Services

Health services
Accommodation services
Food and beverage services
Public administration and defence
Transportation and storage
Wholesale and retail trade
Food and beverages, tobacco
Textiles, leather and apparel

2

Manufacturing

Wood, paper and paper products, recorded media
Industrial manufacturing
Furniture

3

Construction

Construction services

Table 1: List of non-design sectors and industries investigated in NDIMS 2019/2020

1. Industries are referenced from the Singapore Standard Industrial Classification (SSIC)

Introduction to the Study
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Research
Methodology and
Engagement Scope

Design roles

Non-design roles

Design sector

A

Non-design sectors

D

Enabling capabilities Manpower in non-design
roles

Non-design manpower,
with high propensity to
need / use design

Business management,
professional services,
partnerships

Marketing, production

B

C

Creative capabilities Manpower in
design roles

In-house design
specialists & integrators4

Strategy, creative &
execution

Strategy, creative &
execution

Research Methodology
Insights gathered from this study were obtained from a
variety of sources, such as qualitative and quantitative
primary research as well as data from the Singapore
Department of Statistics.
A total of 29 qualitative in-depth interviews (IDIs)2 were
conducted with design industry leaders and surveys3
were administered to 300 companies across design and
non-design sectors.

Engagement Scope
In order to understand the dynamics of the design manpower
landscape, 49 job roles were investigated. These job roles are
referenced from the Skills Framework for Design and further
expanded to obtain a deeper granularity of specific job roles.
Please refer to Annex A for the full list of job roles investigated
in this study.
The 49 job roles were then further categorised into four
different job segments (please refer to Figure 2).

Figure 2: NDIMS 2019/2020 job segments

Key Findings
from the NDIMS
2019/2020 Report

This report aims to highlight key findings found in the NDIMS
2019/2020. The key findings to be covered are as follows:
1. The current and future design manpower landscape:
Design manpower is expected to expand over the next
5 years. Demand for designers will primarily be driven by
opportunities in the non-design sectors.
2. The development of design job roles:
Growing demand in job roles in emerging design
disciplines such as experience design.
3. Skillsets in demand by employers:
Transdisciplinary skills are increasingly critical for
designers. COVID-19 has accelerated the need for
transdisciplinary skills in both the immediate and long term.

2. IDIs were conducted between November 2019 – September 2020
3. Surveys were conducted between January 2020 – August 2020
4. Definitions from the DesignSingapore Council’s Design Archetypes model:
- Design Specialist: Design practitioners who are educated and trained in design, and have specialised technical skillsts in their respective domain
- Design Integrators: Designers who go beyond the technical design domains to facilitate organisational innovation by design

Introduction to the Study
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The current and
future design
manpower landscape
Design manpower
is expected to expand
over the next 5 years

The Singapore Department of Statistics reported
approximately 69,500 design manpower5 in 2019. Design
manpower grew by a Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 15% from a headcount of 52,800 in 2017.
In 2019, majority of the design manpower sat within the
non-design sectors at 55%, and is expected to grow to 60%
by 2025. (Please refer to Figure 3 below for the breakdown
of design manpower by sub-sectors.)
Construction

5%

Place-making

Manufacturing

18%

Object-making

6%

Design

6%

45%
Non-design

Image-making

20%

55%

Services

Experience-making

1%

44%

Figure 3: Design manpower composition in 2019

It was estimated that the design manpower comprised mostly
of full-time employees at 90%, with the remaining 10%
being a mix of part-time employees, contract employees and
interns6. Design manpower was found to be mostly made up
of Singapore Citizens and Permanent Residents, constituting
70% of the total design manpower.

5. Total design manpower refers to design employees with job roles in segment A, B and C only. Refer to Figure 2 in Page 6 for more information.
6. Definitions from the Ministry of Manpower/Employment Act:
- A full time staff is one who is under a contract of service to work for not less than 35 hours a week.
- A part-time staff is one who is under a contract of service to work less than 35 hours a week.
- An intern is a student/trainee who works at a company to gain work experience.
- A contract staff is one who is under a contract of service for a fixed term and works on a flexible basis.

The current and future design manpower landscape
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Moving forward, it is forecasted that overall design
manpower is expected to grow by a CAGR of 3.4% to reach
approximately 85,000 by 2025. (Please refer to Figure 4 below.)

CAGR
+3.4%
69,500
38,200

85,000
52,200

31,300

32,800

2019

2025

Non-design sectors
Design sector

Figure 4: Growth of design manpower by 2025

Demand for designers
will primarily be driven
by opportunities in the
non-design sectors

Design sector

Non-design sectors

With the growing recognition of design’s strategic importance
and the need to control product and brand consistency,
more companies within the non-design sectors are setting
up and growing in-house design teams. Design manpower in
the non-design sectors are expected to outpace the design
sector in terms of growth.
It is estimated that the non-design sectors will grow at a
CAGR of 7% while the design sector is expected to see a
smaller growth at a CAGR of 2.4% by 2025. In addition, there
will be an increased ratio of designers hired in the non-design
sectors, from 1:1.7 in 2020 to 1:2.1 in 2025.
The Services sector had the highest demand for design
manpower and accounted for 44% of the total design
manpower in 2019. From 2017 to 2019, design manpower
in the Services sector grew at a CAGR of 45%.

Figure 5: Ratio of design manpower in design sector to
non-design sectors in 2025

By 2025, it is projected that for every 1 designer
hired by a design firm, there will be 2 designers
hired in a non-design firm.

Apart from increased design manpower employment,
companies within the non-design sectors are also expected
to increase their spending by 18% from $2.7 billion in 2018
to $4.4 billion in 2021 on design activities7.

7. Data from the DesignSingapore Council’s Design Adoption and Spend Study 2018/2019

The current and future design manpower landscape
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The development of
design job roles
Growing demand in
job roles in emerging
design disciplines such
as experience design

One of the key trends uncovered in NDIMS 2019/2020 was
the growth in demand for job roles in emerging areas such
as the experience-making sector (e.g. user experience (UX)
design, user interface design (UI), service design). Demand
for design has expanded from traditional design services
and businesses are now increasingly leveraging design to
customise experiences and to ensure usability.
In addition, the rise of digitalisation has also accelerated the
adoption of UI/UX design. More businesses are recognising
that design is required to ensure digital experiences are
user-friendly and can adequately address existing pain-points.

“

For the last three years or so, design has moved from being
something just about the aesthetic to [the end-to-end
creation of experiences]. In the past, design was really just
about whether something looks pretty, but now there are a
lot of concern about the usability side of things.
- Head of Design, Public sector agency

The development of design job roles

”
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As a result of the increasing demand in providing curated
experiences, businesses across design and non-design
sectors have a greater interest in hiring job roles that can
plug the gap. Figure 6 illustrates the top five emerging job
roles with the highest manpower growth, based on CAGR.

Design Researcher
& Analyst
CAGR Growth

7.4%
2020

620

Product Manager
CAGR Growth

18.2%
2020

410

2025

Content Strategist

Experience
Designer

CAGR Growth

20.4%
2020

660

2025

1,660

950

CAGR Growth

12.7%
2020

2,440

2025

2025

4,450

880

Strategist /
Business Designer
CAGR Growth

5.9%
2020

1,580

2025

2,090

Headcount

The Design Researcher
studies key industry
trends and competitors'
user experience strategies
in order to support the
development of user
journeys, wireframes and
prototypes. He also collects meaningful metrics
to assess the performance
of the user interface.

The Product Manager
is in-charge of one or
more design products/
features and oversees
their life cycles. He
champions the product
development through
ideation, prototyping
and delivery.

The Content Strategist
develops strategies for
delivering and promoting persuasive content.
He is instrumental in
setting the editorial
strategy to drive
consistent and compelling content across all
delivery streams.

The Experience Designer
enhances user experience
and satisfaction by
designing and shaping
user-centric products,
services and experiences.
He designs and shapes
user-centric products and
experiences.

Figure 6: Top five job roles with highest manpower growth

The development of design job roles

The Strategist executes
strategic planning activities that will enhance the
organisation's brands,
products and/or services.
He conducts analyses
for future projections
based on findings from
research studies to
produce insights for the
organisation’s strategic
trajectory.
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Skillsets in demand
by employers
Transdisciplinary
skills are increasingly
critical for designers

The research found that the ability to be transdisciplinary is
becoming a critical asset. Transdisciplinary is broadly defined
as the ability to have an appreciation and knowledge of
complementary skillsets beyond their design craft.
Firms are increasingly looking for designers who are able to
bridge gaps with other ancillary roles, such as developers
or engineers.
Employers were also asked to select important skillsets they
would invest. The study found that the top skillsets in demand
are Technical, Creative, Digital and Communication skills. (Please
refer to Table 2 for the specific skills).

Skillsets in demand
S/N

Skillsets

Speciﬁc Skills
Design Thinking

1

Creativity

Aesthetic & Design Sensibility
Imagination & Exploration

2

Technical

3

Digital

4

Communication

Design Creation & Development
Digital & Physical Prototyping
Use of Digital Collaboration Tools
Design for Digital Platforms
Cross Collaboration
Group & Team Facilitation
Table 2: Specific skills in demand by employers

Skillsets in demand by employers
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“

Designer-slash-developer - these are the people who can
potentially help to close the gap we have right now.
We really need people who can help bridge the gap
between developer and designer, because now the two
roles are separate and while we work closely, we don't
always understand each other.
- Design Director, Services agency

COVID-19 has
accelerated the need for
transdisciplinary skills in
both the immediate and
long term

”

Transient transdisciplinary skills
The effects of COVID-19 have led to a demand in adaptability
skills that include the ability to work from home rather than
having face-to-face interactions.
From the IDIs conducted, a key challenge commonly cited
was the increased difficulty in collaborating and conducting
design research. The conduct of workshops has also been
greatly impacted.
As a result, designers were required to improvise and adapt
by developing skills outside of their core expertise in order
to navigate these challenges. These skills include strong
communication skills and the ability to facilitate online
discussions to ensure effective engagement. The ability
to use digital tools (e.g. Miro and Mural) has also become
essential in order to deliver engaging workshops.

“

It is not just about health but it is how we relate to each
other and how we function as a society. As people start to
get deprived of their normal lifestyle, they start becoming
more discerning about their quality of experiences.
Companies now want to invest more in delivering amazing
experiences because people now are much more sensitive
to it. What used to be good enough, may not be good
enough anymore.
- Head of Design, Business consulting firm

Skillsets in demand by employers

”
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Long-term transdisciplinary skills
COVID-19 has emphasised the importance of being able
to integrate strategic thinking in design processes as well
as being equipped with both transient and long-term
transdisciplinary skills.
The pandemic has changed the way people experience,
explore and interact, due to restrictions. This has made
the creation of unique user experiences a commodity.
Designers who are able to design purposefully and to adopt
a human-centric approach in their design process will have
an edge.
COVID-19 has also accelerated digitalisation and created
opportunities for the development of new software, which
may potentially replace basic and executional skills (e.g.
ability to draw, craft) in a more efficient manner. This
puts designers who are only able to perform executional
functions at risk. Hence, to retain value and to remain
relevant, the ability to think strategically and problem solve
will be imperative.
In the long run, the importance of being transdisciplinary
becomes more paramount as employers start to realise that
a holistic, adaptable individual is more valuable than one
who is only able to perform a single task. This trend is likely
to continue as design firms are recognising its value for
long-term economic benefits.

Conclusion
The findings from the NDIMS 2019/2020 indicate that
despite the challenge posed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
design manpower will continue to stay in demand because
businesses recognise the strategic value of design. Designers
must continue to remain adaptable to an ever-changing
environment by developing transdisciplinary skills and be able to
integrate strategic thinking into their design thinking processes.

Skillsets in demand by employers
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Annex A: List of
job roles investigated
in NDIMS 2019/2020
Design Track
S/N

Job Title

Description

Design Craft
1

Dedicated Design / Innovation
C-Suite

The Creative Supervisor provides design direction for multiple project teams.
He/She identifies new approaches to expand the organisation’s product and
service offerings.

2

Creative Supervisor

3

Senior Architect

4

Architect

5

Senior Interior Designer

6

Interior Designer

7

The Dedicated Design / Innovation C-Suite maintains an overview of all design
projects in the organisation. As a senior executive in the organisation, he/she
directs the quality of all design output and formulates new ideas to propel the
growth of the organisation.

The Architect designs commercial, industrial, residential and recreational
buildings, as well as plans and monitors their construction, maintenance and
rehabilitation.

Senior Exhibition Stand Designer

8

Exhibition Stand Designer

9

Other Spatial Designer (Senior)

10

Other Spatial Designer

11

Senior Product Designer

12

Product Designer

13

Senior Fashion Designer

14

Fashion Designer

15

Senior Communications Designer

16

Communications Designer

The Interior Designer plans, designs and outfits interiors of commercial, industrial,
public, retail and residential buildings. He/She may coordinate and engage in
construction and decoration, and may specialize in a domain, style or stage of
interior design.
The Exhibition Stand Designer plans and designs exhibition experiences for
commercial, public, retail or residential spaces. He/She oversees the conception
and creative development of the exhibition design to create an exhibition
environment suited to the needs of the client and visitor.
Example of Other Spatial Designers: Horticultural designers – He/She selects,
handles and utilises trees, shrubs, ornamental plants and turf grass for the design,
development and maintenance of landscaping spaces.
The Product Designer designs new products or modifies existing products to
improve usability and utility. The scope of work may include concept ideation,
design and prototyping of the product/features.

The Fashion Designer designs products such as apparel, accessories and textile.
He/She studies fashion trends and anticipates designs that will appeal to target
customers and may be involved in overseeing the production process of the
designs.
The Communications Designer develops visual content across a variety of
communication platforms (e.g. print, mobile, web, film, digital, television,
advertisements and other forms of visual-led media).

Annex A: List of job roles investigated in NDIMS 2019/2020
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Design Track
S/N

Job Title

Description

Design Communication
17

Content Writer

The Content Writer plans, writes and coordinates content that will deliver a
persuasive point to readers. He/She works in close partnership with various
stakeholders to determine toneof voice, and brainstorm ideas and concepts in
various media forms.

18

Content Strategist

The Content Strategist strategises the content delivery and promotion that will
persuade readers. He/She builds relationships with stakeholders to understand
various project requirements before leading junior staff in content creation.

19

Senior Design Visualiser

20

Design Visualiser

The Design Visualiser creates design concept visualisation in various relevant
formats, depending on the context and requirement of the project. He/She
uncovers new methods of visual delivery and communicates data-driven insights
to stakeholders. He/She also needs to visualise new design ideas by executing
sketch prototypes and mockups for the development of the designs.

Innovation Track
S/N

Job Title

Description

Design Research
Design Research Supervisor /
Principal Design Researcher

The Design Research Supervisor / Principal Design Researcher manages all
aspects of research by leading project teams to translate human-centred insights
into meaningful opportunities for design and innovation. He/She conceptualises
new research studies and builds key relationships with stakeholders to determine
changes to be instituted for products and/or services.

2

Senior Design Researcher

3

Design Researcher

The Design Researcher studies key industry trends and competitors' user
experience strategies in order to support the development of user journeys,
wireframes and prototypes. He/She also collects meaningful metrics to assess
the performance of the user interface.

1

Service Design / Experience Design
The Creative Supervisor (Experience Design) drives complex projects to design
engaging user experiences. He/She is accountable for all user experience design
decisions within the organisation.

4

Creative Supervisor
(Experience Design)

5

Senior Experience Designer

6

Experience Designer

The Experience Designer enhances the user experience by improving the
usability, accessibility and pleasure provided in the interaction with the product.
He/She designs and shapes user-centric products and experiences.

Strategy / Business Design
The Strategy Supervisor oversees the development, communication and
execution of strategic initiatives with the aim of winning new business deals for
the organisation. He/She directs strategic alignment of research projects across
multiple teams and stakeholders, and drives stakeholder understanding and
strategy creation across the organisation.

7

Strategy Supervisor

8

Senior Strategist / Business
Designer

9

Strategist / Business Designer

The Strategist / Business Designer executes strategic planning activities that will
enhance the organisation's brands, products and/or services. He/She conducts
data analysis and modelling for future projections based on research findings, to
produce insights on possible scenarios for the organisation's strategic trajectory.

Annex A: List of job roles investigated in NDIMS 2019/2020
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Technology Track
S/N

1

Job Title

Description

Creative Technologist

The Creative Technologist is a technology-focused professional who understands
the creative process and spearheads the research and innovation of new products
and improvement of existing products. He/She leads the development of
drawings necessary for prototyping and production.

Business Track
S/N

Job Title

Description

Design Production
1

Head of Design Production

The Head of Design Production leads the Design Production team to meet the
goals and objectives of the product plans. He/She also develops strategies to
mitigate any risks that have been identified during the design production process.

2

Design Production Manager

The Design Production Manager is accountable for managing design
production projects. He/She supervises teams to develop design prototypes
and recommends adjustments to enhance the design of production prototypes.

Production Planner, Production Manager, Production Executive:
He/She plans and coordinates operations relating to production, to ensure that
the production and implementation process gets on smoothly.
Event Manager:
He/She plans and manages events, overseeing matters relating to vendor
management, budgets, schedules and other event details (e.g. décor,
entertainment).
3

Design Production Specialist
(Traditional Media)

Prototyping Consultant/Model Maker:
He/She fabricates custom-made models that serve as representations of intended
product designs using technology, machine tools and varied materials.
Pattern Cutter:
He/She transforms designers' sketches to patterns that will form the basis of garments.
Pattern Grader:
He/She reproduces the patterns created by the pattern cutter for different
garment sizes.
Sewing Mechanist:
He/She sews fabric pieces together to produce garments.

4

Design Production Specialist
(New Media)

The Design Production Specialist (New Media) designs, develops and maintains
websites, applications, mobile platforms or software to meet the requirements.
He/She may also research, analyse and evaluate requirements for existing or new
websites, applications, mobile platforms or software.

Design Project Management / Design Product Management
Head of Projects / Product

The Head of Projects / Product takes ownership of the implementation and
achievement of overall design project objectives. He/She collaborates with
stakeholders on the creation of project plans and oversees project scope
changes.

6

Design Product Manager

The Design Product Manager is in-charge of one or more design
products/features and oversees their life cycles. He/She champions the product
development through ideation, prototyping and delivery. He ascertains commercial
needs of projects and integrates key market feedback into the product for
ideation and development.

7

Design Project Manager

The Design Project Manager plans and implements design project objectives.
He/She outlines and manages project timelines and activities in collaboration
with stakeholders.

5

Annex A: List of job roles investigated in NDIMS 2019/2020
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Business Track
S/N

Job Title

Description

Transformation Design
8

Head of Transformation

The Head of Transformation oversees delivery of transformation programmes
for the organisation. He/She establishes desired change outcomes for the
organisation and designs organisational-wide change management programmes.

9

Design Coach / Accelerator

The Design Coach / Accelerator implements design thinking in organisations.
He/She leads design thinking induction across the organisation and uncovers
opportunities for improving workforce productivity and efficiency.

10

Design Facilitator

The Design Facilitator assists in imparting design thinking concepts to internal
stakeholders within the organisation. He/She implements change management
processes and assists stakeholders in leveraging design thinking within teams
and departments.

Supporting Job Roles
S/N

Job Title

Description

Management and Corporate Services
1

Business Management

He/She is in key leadership positions of the organisation, determining and
formulating policies, as well as planning, directing and coordinating the strategic
activities of their design companies or design-driven organisations.

2

Professional Services

He/She is in corporate functions who support the management or key leaders in
the design-led organisation in planning, directing, coordinating or implementing
strategic activities.

Sales, Marketing and Client Liaison
3

Partnerships &
Business Development

He/She responsible for generating new sales for the business. He/She seeks out
new business opportunities by developing relationships with current and potential
customers.

4

Client Servicing

He/She is responsible for managing the company's relationships with its
customers. He/She serves as the lead point of contact for all matters relating to
a specific account (i.e. customer) and work with internal teams to ensure that
customer needs are met.

5

Marketing

He/She develops and manages marketing strategies that may include advertising
or communication campaigns, events and other activities. His/Her goal is to reach
out to the market to cultivate interest in the company's products and services.
Visual Merchandiser:
He/She is responsible for the display of goods in retail environments to promote
the image, product or services of their company.

6

Product Management
Visual and Fashion Merchandiser

Fashion Merchandiser:
He/She ensures that apparel or fashion products are commercially viable accessible and appealing to customers, while staying profitable. He/She may be
involved in trend spotting, negotiation with suppliers, managing production and
eventually distribution, marketing and pricing of the end products to customers.

7

Retail
Retail Manager, Retail Associate

He/She is responsible for the day-to-day operation of stores (online and/or offline).
He/She ensures customer satisfaction and manages sales at the retail level.

Engineer

The Engineer applies mathematical and scientific knowledge to solve, design
and build things. He/She designs, evaluates, develops, tests, modifies, installs,
inspects and maintains a wide variety of products and systems. He/She also
recommends and specifies materials and processes.

Others
8

Annex A: List of job roles investigated in NDIMS 2019/2020
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